THIS AIRGUN IS INTENDED FOR USE BY THOSE 16 YEARS OF AGE OR OlDER. Adult supervision required.
Rules for safe firing:
1. Get to know the single parts of your new airsOFt pistol
2. loading the gun
3. proper aiming and firing
4. Hop-up
5. care and maintenance
6. Warranty
7. safe gun handling
8. technical data

AIRSOFT-PISTOl

P99 Blow Back

YOu and OtHers WitH YOu sHOuld alWaYs Wear sHOOtinG Glasses tO prOtect YOur eYes. read all
instructiOns BeFOre usinG. BuYer and user HaVe tHe dutY tO OBeY all laWs reGardinG tHe use and
OWnersHip OF tHis airGun. please read this owner's manual completely. treat this pistol with the same respect you
would a firearm. always carefully follow the safety instructions found in this owner's manual and keep this manual in a
safe place for future use.

!

WARNING:

not a toy. adult supervision required. Misuse or careless use may cause serious injury,
particularly to the eyes. May be dangerous up to 100 yards (91.44 meters).

!

WARNING:

never assume that because the air pistol no longer fires a BB and/or the magazine is removed
from the grip frame a plastic BB is not lodged in the barrel. always treat the soft air pistol as
though it is loaded and with the same respect you would a firearm.

!

WARNING:

do not brandish or display this soft air pistol in public - it may confuse people and may be a
crime. police and others may think it is a firearm. do not change the coloration and markings
to make it look more like a firearm. that is dangerous and may be a crime.

!

WARNING:

never leave a cocked or loaded gun unattended!
You should store this gun in unloaded and decocked condition. Make carefully sure that the
barrel is clear. Keep the gun away from children and persons not skilled in the use of arms.
Keep gun and projectiles separate from each other so that unauthorized persons have no
access to it.

!

WARNING:

the gas used for blow-back guns is flammable. do not smoke while handling the gun. Gas
must only be charged in well-ventilated rooms. do not fire into naked flames!

1. GET TO kNOW THE SINGlE PARTS OF YOUR NEW AIRSOFT PISTOl
it will help you to understand these instructions if you get to know the designation of the parts of your gun. carefully read and
understand these instructions in order to enjoy shooting this gun.
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OperatiOn instructiOns
MOde d´eMplOi
Manual de instrucciOnes
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14-19
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2
3
4
5
6
7

muzzle
foresight
slide
decocking lever
rear sight
cocking indicator, striker
slide catch
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12
13
14

grip
grip strap
release lever
trigger
take-down lever
trigger guard
loading port
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15
16
17
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BB follower
seal
valve
number of rounds
gas charging hole
magazine
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3

4

5

14

15

6
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2.3

16

loading the magazine with the loading adapter:
put the loading adapter onto the magazine as illustrated. insert up to
20 BBs in the loading rod. tightly hold the adapter and the magazine
and use the loading rod to press the BBs into the magazine.

17

7
18

8

Make sure that you hold the loading rod tightly when you
remove the adapter from the magazine. (see illustration)
2.4

Inserting the magazine

push the magazine into the gun until the release lever locks.

13

12

11

10

offset halves

20

9

19

loading rod

cleaning rod

3.

lOADING THE GUN

2.1

Removing the magazine:
Charging gas:

Keep the magazine in the illustrated position, with the gas charging hole at the top. Keep the gas flask vertical and press
the charging tube into the gas charging hole. as soon as the tank in the magazine is full there will be a discharge of gas.

!

WARNING:

use .24 caliber (6 mm) plastic BBs only in this soft air pistol. use of any other ammunition can
cause injury to you or damage to the soft air pistol.

WARNING:

Make sure that the muzzle of the gun always
points into a safe direction. never aim at animals
or persons. always treat your gun as if it was
loaded and ready to fire.

Before you fire the first shot:

to remove the magazine, press the release lever down and remove the magazine.
2.2

WARNING:

PROPER AImING AND FIRING
!

2.

diameter larger than 6 mm

note: Warranty expires if non-recommended BBs are used. it‘s recommended to use precise
BBs from uMareX-usa/Walther.
!

loading adapter

used, soiled

with edges

Gas is flammable! do not smoke while
handling the airgun!

retract the slide until you feel that it locks. let the slide go. now a BB has been
loaded into the barrel and the striker has been cocked.
Note: if you fire the gun without having cycled the action first there will be no
discharge of a projectile. Only the pressure required for shooting will be built up
and the BB will be loaded.
Aim at a safe target.
Hold the gun in a way that you see rear sight and foresight in one line. the foresight must be
right in the centre of the rear sight notch. now you lift the gun until the lower edge of the
bull's eye of the target is on the upper edge of the foresight.
upper edge rear sight - upper edge foresight - lower edge target must all be in one line.
wrong:

right:

in case the rear sight is out of adjustment, adjust it as follows:
point of impact too far right - turn adjustment screw clockwise
point of impact too far left - turn adjustment screw counter-clockwise
Firing:
1. pull trigger
2. the striker will be released and the BB will be fired

unds
hole

3. the slide moves backwards and then forward again and cocks the
hammer.
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5. CARE AND mAINTENANCE

Note: With the gas tank empty, there will not be enough energy to cock
the striker.

Good care and maintenance of the gun will provide you with many years of pleasant shooting with the gun.

Note: after the last BB has been fired, the slide will remain in its rearmost
position. press the slide catch to bring it back to the closed position.

!

First, remove the magazine and check the barrel, it must be clear.

WARNING:

Note: to decock the striker, press the decocking button.
!

WARNING:

if the magazine is not empty, there
will be a BB left in the barrel. the
airgun is considered loaded.

the metal parts on the outside have to be cleaned from time to time. use a soft cloth slightly dampened with gun oil.
5.1

Unloading
remove the magazine. remove the BBs from the magazine until the follower

4. HOP-UP

is visible at the loading port.

a special system called the "Hop-up" has been fitted to the
gun. this system causes the projectile to rotate when fired,
thus providing a higher rate of energy. this will increase the
range by up to 50% and will make shooting more accurate.

retract the slide and push the slide catch up.
push a cleaning pad through the barrel.
this would cause a BB left in the barrel to fall out.
now push the slide catch down and return the slide to its closed position.

Adjustment of the Hop-up
a) Removing the slide
1 remove magazine, 2 decock hammer, 3 remove any BBs left in the barrel,
4 push down locking device, 5 remove
slide from receiver, 6 the spring may trip
from the gun while taking it apart. insert
it as illustrated.

to discharge the gas tank, use a pin to press the valve stud until
all gas is discharged. take care not to point discharging gas toward
yourself or toward others.
take care not to point discharging gas toward yourself or toward
others.
5.2

too far up - turn screw left

b) Adjusting the Hop-up
to adjust the Hop, turn the screw to the right by approx. half a turn. then make
the following adjustments up or down (right and left)

too low - turn screw right
a

b
c) Putting the slide back on
1 insert barrel properly: press the pivot (a) and press the barrel holder (b) down.
let the pivot go - barrel
and barrel holder should
now be flush (c).

2 replacing the slide: put the slide on the receiver. the barrel holder should be in
a straight position in the slide (2). carefully push the slide back (3). press down pivot
(4) and locking device (5) until they reach the stop. the push the take-down lever up
(6).
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c

Stripping the gun

remove the slide from the gun (refer to item 5a "adjustment of the
Hop-up" - removing the slide)
5.3 lubrication
use a small amount of oil to lubricate the following parts in order to
ensure proper function:
5.4 Assembly of the gun
refer to item 5c adjustment - putting the slide back on.

6. WARRANTY

90 daY liMited WarrantY
(X) don´t lubricate this parts
this product is warranted to the retail consumer for 90 days from
date of purchase against defects in material and workmanship and
is not transferable.
WHat is cOVered: replacement parts and labor.
WHat is nOt cOVered: shipping charges to umarex usa for defective product and damages caused by abuse or failure
to perform normal maintenance as well as any other expense. consequential damages, or incidental expenses, including
damage to property. some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
WarrantY claiMs: Warranty claims and repair for u.s. and canadian customers only.
call umarex usa (479)-646-4210 and ask for the service department. if it is determined a return is necessary, you will be
issued a return authorization number. Write this number boldly on the box and return the product prepaid to umarex usa.
Your name, address, phone number and a note explaining the defect found must be included in the package. a copy of the
original purchase receipt must accompany the return. include a check made to umarex usa in the amount of $9.95 to cover
shipping and handling.
iMplied Warranties: any implied warranties, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose, are limited in duration to 90 days from date of retail purchase. some states do not allow limitations on how long an
implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you. to the extent any provision of this warranty is prohibited
by federal, state, or municipal law which cannot be preempted, it shall not be applicable. this warranty gives you specific
legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state and country to country.
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7. SAFE GUN HANDlING
You should be fully familiar with the proper and safe handling of your gun. Bear in mind that your
new gun features a high muzzle velocity, this requires extra care.
in respect to the basic rules of safe gun handling it is to be understood that every touching of the
gun is to be interpreted as gun handling.
• always treat a gun as if it was loaded.
• always put the safety of a gun to "safe" when loading it so that there can be no unintentional discharge. Keep your
finger away from the trigger, it should be straight and should rest on the trigger guard. the trigger is only to be touched
for firing.
• Only use the kind of projectiles suitable for your gun.
• always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.
• this gun may only be discharged in your own house, on authorized shooting
ranges and inside enclosed private
property. it is to be made sure that no projectile can leave the enclosed property.
• the maximal range of the projectiles may exceed 150 metres, think of what you might hit before you shoot.
• never transport a loaded gun. Only load your gun when you intend to fire it.
• never aim your airgun at persons or animals. avoid ricochets. never fire at smooth, hard surfaces or water.
• Before you discharge your gun, make sure that target and surrounding area are safe.
• always check your gun before you transport it or take it over from another person, it must be unloaded.
• Make sure that you always have full control over the muzzle of your gun, even if you stumble or fall down.
• safety shooting glasses should always be worn when firing the gun.
• always store your gun in a safe place and in unloaded condition. unauthorized persons (persons not familiar with the
use of guns, children and minors) must not have access to it, ammunition is to be kept in a separate place.
• the gun together with its operating instructions may only be handed over to persons who have reached the age of 16
(or older) and who are fully familiar with the handling of it.
• Modifications or repairs of guns are only to be performed by authorized agencies or by a skilled gunsmith.
• never leave a loaded gun unattended.
• Only unloaded guns are to be handed over to another person.

8. TECHNICAl DATA
action:

airsOFt-gun with gas actuation

cal.:

.24 (6 mm BB)

energy

0,7 Joule

Weight:

1,3 lbs

reach:

max. 175 yds. (150 m)

110 m/s

18

6
1,3 lbs

7 inch
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